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INTRO

Lies of politicians – broken promises uncovered

mh. Many people have already Yet in May 2010 the first finan- the German tax payers) etc.
Knowledge is power!
realized that politicians don’t cial support was approved by This is just the tip of the iceberg.
If humanity had known
more about the true mo- always speak the truth. Yet with the EU. Or the German minister Politicians who deliberately
the worldwide crisis getting mo- of finance Schäuble in 2010: spread lies have to be held
tives for the attacks on Iraq,
re severe, above all the current “There will be no permanent bail- accountable for deception toAfghanistan or Libya a few
capital-redistribution phase of out funds.” In 2012 the ESM wards citizens. Whoever has
years ago, their realization
which the Euro-crisis is merely (European Stability Mecha- collected additional examples
would not have been possi- the local edition for Europe, the nism) was introduced. Again of obvious lies of politicians
ble just like that.
cycles of lies and reality get Merkel in June 2012: “There may send them to the editor.
If the citizens of the EU
shorter and shorter. Here are will be no joint liability as long
Sources:
countries had known be- some examples: The German as I live.” In October 2012 the
Handelsblatt Nr. 55 vom 19.3.2013
fore that the rulers would
chancellor Angela Merkel said troika plans the second haircut
„Es gilt das gebrochene Wort“
bring their people to the
in March 2010: “There will be for Greece which includes puwww.deutschland-made-bymittelstand.de/news/handelsblatt627
verge of their existence
no financial aid for Greece.” blic creditors (amongst others
and into brutal slavery of
the banks, it would not
Larceny to preserve the Euro?
have gone so far. Even if
“They have been warned. Theft even I expected that they would The EU is now taking hold of
we all had known before
is the new model to preserve the abase themselves so far, that every possible option to save its
what irrepairable damage
Euro”, Nigel Farage posted on they literally steal the people’s dying Euro project according to
the pharmaceutical indus- his Twitter account. In an inter- money right out of their ac- Farage.
Source:
try would cause worldwide
view with the newspaper “The counts.” Farage said. He exOriginal text
we would have protested Telegraph” the British represen- pects that there will be a huge
www.goldreporter.de/nigel-farageand saved the life of
diebstahl-ist-das-neue-modell-zumtative in the European Parlia- flow of capital /money out of
erhalt-des-euro/news/31265/
millions. We should learn
ment and member of the United Cyprus. The same thing will
from our lost opportunities
Kingdom Independence Party happen in other countries of the
„A half-empty glass of
and bring to mind: Know- (UKIP) gave a detailed com- Euro-zone, too. He refers to
wine is also one
ledge is power! But enlight- ment on the development of 750,000 British people living in
half-full ,
ened individuals who know
Cyprus where owners of ac- Spain and owning real estate
but
a
half-lie, by no
about things won’t get us
counts with a balance of more there. To those he recommends:
means is a half-truth.“
far. No, we need a compre- than 100.000 € are facing se- “Get your money out of there as
Jean Cocteau
hensively enlightened pop- vere compulsory charges. “Not long as you still have a chance.”
ulation that works maturely again. We can add our The pattern Cyprus
part here and now so that The involvement of sharehol- the Financial Times. Brussels EU wants to take? Since there
in the future we don’t need
ders, bond creditors and deposi- and many media outlets are are currently several EU-counto say: “Oh, dear! If only
tors in the recovery of faltering now desperately trying to tries in a similar situation as
we had known before...“
banks, like it is planned for Cyp- smooth out the statement of the Cyprus the latter is probably the
rus, serves as a model for up- head of the Group as it specifi- sad truth.
The Redaction (me.)
German Sources:
coming bailouts in the event of cally means that the EU is planwww.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/soziales/
ezb-mitglied-greift-eurogruppencrises. This was mentioned by ning to loot bank-accounts to
chef-wegen-zypern-aussage-an-a„Banking institutions
the new head of the Euro- save the banks. Did Mr. Dijssel890962.html
are more dangerous
Group Dijsselbloem on Mon- bloem say something inconsidehttp://deutsche-wirtschaftsthan standing armies.“ day, March 25th 2013 in front of rate out of “foolishness” or did nachrichten.de/2013/03/26/chaos-inbruessel-dijsselbloem-gegenthe news agency Reuters and he really announce a route the
Thomas Jefferson
dijsselbloem/
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The danger of half of the truth
me. In the Syrian war a new
level of escalation was reached on March 19th 2013. The
mainstream-media reported
the possible use of chemical
weapons without being able to
say who exactly had carried it
out. However, according to
the “Syrian observation post
for human rights” there were
16 Syrian army soldiers
among the 25 dead. In the
ARD-Tagesschau (German
news report) on March 19th
2013 at 8pm the following
was reported: “In the Syrian
conflict the government and
the rebels accused each other
of using chemical-weapons
for the first time. Near Aleppo,
at least 25 people died from
the impact of a presumed poi-

Melting nation of law

son-gas-grenade, and many
were injured... Last year USPresident Obama spoke about
a red line and threatened military intervention in Syria.”
The fact that many mass-media outlets did not say anything about the 16 dead Syrian
soldiers and therefore the obvious innocence of the Assadregime is terrifying. This depiction could be used by the
USA and NATO to legitimize
an offensive war against the
Syrian government for the
alleged protection of the Syrian population.
German Sources:
www.stern.de/politik/ausland/
raketenangriff-in-syrien-berichteueber-giftgasangriff-sorgen-fuerwirbel-1986294.html
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dG0cPJ000HE

Korea has now officially proclaimed a state of war against
South Korea. Is this devastating
escalation only blind fanaticism
or was it due to an “external interference”? This would at least
explain the increasing tension
between South- and North Korea
and the North Korean hatred
against the USA.
V&C is following up and will
keep you informed about further
backgrounds and developments.
Sources:
www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/No
rdkorea-sieht-USA-und-Suedkoreahinter-Hackerangriffen-1823688.html
www.tagesschau.de/ausland/nordkore
a696.html

“To an increasing
extent war is no
longer a fight,
but an eradicating by
technology.”
Karl Jaspers

ot Act in 2011 to the effect
that for no apparent reason the
government can force organizations and companies to provide information about citizens. It is even forbidden for
them to tell the affected people about the existence of such
proceedings under threat of
punishment.
Is that not a
melting constitutional state!
German Sources:
Washington Post, 13.Jan 2012
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/
2012-01-13/opinions/35440628_1_
individual-rights-indefinite-detentioncitizens
Publikationsquelle: Zeitschrift “Info
Vero“, DE 02
http://g-blick.de/Sicherheitpolitik-1/
NDAA-Grundstein-fuerMilitaerdiktatur-in-den-USA/

Victory Corner:
Politician for the people

North Korea – state of war by hacker attacks?
Amidst heavy frictions on the
Korean peninsula, North Korea
held the USA and South Korea
indirectly responsible for the socalled cyber attacks to their computer networks. The internet
servers of the government have
been exposed to intense attacks
the official North Korean news
agency KCNA reported on Friday, March 15th 2013. The attacks were remarkable as they
happened simultaneously with
the military maneuvers of the
American and South Korean
armed forces. The Russian agency ITARTASS had already announced on Wednesday, March
13th 2013 that access to the internet in North Korea had been
blocked. It is suspected that it
was “a forceful hacker attack
from outside”. Recently the regime in Pyongyang had almost
daily threatened to start a war
and threatened the USA with an
atomic strike. In addition North

sak. The USA is drifting
further away from the characteristics of a constitutional
state. “Since September 11th
2001“, law-professor and journalist Jonathan Turley writes
in the Washington Post, “the
USA has extensively reduced
the civil liberties in the name
of an expanded security-state.”
An example for that is the National Defense Authorization
Act which was signed on December 31st (!) 2001. It allows
unlimited internment of citizens without charges being
laid or a court judgment. Furthermore, President Barack
Obama has extended the Patri-

me. A county council dele- (German parties: CDU, SPD,
gate in “Nordrhein-Westfalen“ Grüne…) and had to be taken
(Germany) is actively lobby- in to the official protocol of
ing for public referendums in the district administration. In
Germany. After a V&C infor- this way the representative
mation event in March 2013 confronted the state parliaon the topic of “compulsory ment with different topics:
vaccination” he immediately “Danger of chemotherapy”,
sent an official inquiry to the “there is a cure for diabetes”,
district administration of the “Dangers through the pharma“Rhein-Sieg” county. One of ceutical lobby” etc. to stimuhis seven questions was: late politicians to think about
“Which additives do the stan- these topics.
dard vaccinations for babies This politician regards the
and toddlers up to 2 years of V&C as an important medium
age contain which you pre- to thoroughly inform citizens,
scribe in the immunization as even the public referendum
schedule – chart 1.1? Formal- which he demands is useless
dehyde and mercury, too? when the people only receive
Please make a list of the addi- biased information. We need
tives.” The district administra- more politicians who fulfill
tion responded: “…the health their actual task and stand up
authorities do not have any for the real needs of the citisuch list available.”
zens and for healthy values,
This very alarming answer had even in controversial matters.
to be sent to all the other parSource:
ties in the county council
Witnesses report

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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